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JLBrOlLT OJ' TJD OOIDfiTlBB 01' TJD I'JlABXLIlf and angles in the rools of construction, will increase Pennsylvania recommend for general adoption by A.m-

IBsnTVTB 0. 8ClBBW TJmBADB. their durability,' all of which being admitted, the eric an Enlllneers, the following forma and proportloDi for screw threads, bolt-heads 110M nuts, vIz.-
question comes up what form shall be given to the That rscrew threads shall be formed with straight 

The Special Oommittee on a Uniform System of top and bottom of the thread! for it is evident one slde� at an angle to eac�� other of 600, having a lIat 
" surfa:ce at the fop and bouom equal to one-elghth of Screw ThreW, Etc.,preeented the following report:- should be the converse of the other. It being admit- the pitch. The pItch shall be as In the precedJ.ni[ table. 

That in the course of their investigationil they ted that the @harp thread can be made interchange- The distance between the parallel sides of a bolt- head 
_.... and nut for a rough bolt shall be equal to one-and-a-

have become more dpeply impressed with the neces- able more reDUUY than any other, it ls clear that this half diameters or-the bolt. plus one-elghth of an Inch. 
lity of some acknowledged standard, the varieties of advantage would not be impaired 11 we shouid stop The thicknese of the headS for a rough bolt shall be 
."'--"-in nao ..... 1 .... much greater than they had sup- cutting out the space before we had made the thread equal to one-half the distance between Its parallelsldee. 
WJ..<-..a ...,., """'6 The thicknese of the nut shall be equal to the diameter 
posed poeaible' in fact the difficulty of obtaining the full or sharp, but to give the same shape at the bot- ot the bolt. The thickness of the head tor a lIn1shed 
euet pitch of � thread not a multiple or sub-multiple tOhl of the thread would require that a similar quan- bolt shall be equal to the thicknese of the nut. The dls-

tance between the parallel sides of a bolt-head and nut, 
of the inch measure is sometimes a matter of extreme tity should be taken 011' the point of the cutting tool, and the thlcknese of the nut shall be one-sIxteenth ot 
embarrassment. thus necessitating the use of some instrument capa- an Inch lese for lIn1shed work than for rough. 

bl f urin ired ReIOlfJed, That a copy of these resolutions be forward-Such a state of things mnst evidently be preju- e (} meas g the requ amount, but when this ed to the Quarter Haster General, Chief of the Bureall 
diclal to the best interests of the whole conntry, a is done the thread having a flat top and bottom can of Steam EnJllneerlJul: of the Navy, and the Chief of the 
........ t and uun ................ 'lll'aste is Ita certain conse- be qulte lIB readily formed as if it was sharp. A very Bureau of Oronanoe lOr the Army and Navy, and Chiefll 
e--- -J ., of the Engineer and HllItary B.B. Corps, and the Supt. 
quenee, Ibr, not only must the various parts of .new sHght examination sufficed to satisfy us that in point and )UI. of R. B. Co. 's, r�uesttng them to use their 
mach1n8l'1 be adjusted t.> each other in place of being of construction: the �un�ed top and bottom presents ����;��e tf::.J':3s����t�:ads o�����ra. 

a b�..:� :e� interchangeable, but no adequate provision can be much greater difficulties, lU fact all taps and screws builders on new contracts to conform to the propor
made for repairs, and a costly variety of screwing ap- that are chased or cut in a lathe required to be finish- tlons recommended. 
paratns becomes a necessity. It may reasonably be ed or rounded by a second process. As the radius of· to !fi����a�::laaC;:>J'YE�it���'if::o��::'a�I�::'�:i�� 
hoped that should a uniformity of practice result the curve to form this must vary tor every thread, it stltutes, and the prtnclpal Machine and Engine Shops 
from the ell'orts and investigations now undertaken, will be impossible- to make one gage to answer for In the country, with a request that they wllf use their . " _ . .  Inlluence In the proposed system. 
the advantages flowing from it will be so m� nifest as all SIZes and very dlmcult, In fact impOSSIble, Without Re801fJed. That this Committee be now dl!charied. 
to induce reform in other particulars of scarcely less special toois to shape it correctly for one. ��_ �flR�

E
:J'�I��:'��O����" 

importance. Your Oommittee are of opinion that the introduc- d_ VAUGHAN M�RRICK. ftrm or Merrlck .t  Bo .... 
. JOHN A. TOWNE ftrm or 1_ P_ MorrlB, Towne .t Co. 

Your Oommittee have held numerous meetings for tion of a umform system would be greatly facilitated COLEMAN SELLERS. EO
f
- Wm_ Sellera.t Co_ 

the purpose of considering the various conditions re- by the adoption of such a form of thread as would ID� '&,\N,�IpfJ�¥i��� r�::.:;,��'!t!1n'1 Loc. Worb. 

quired in any system which they could recommend enable any intelligent mechanic to construct it with- �::If&f&::'·�o�r::.�t=� :�r.e-
tor adoption. Strength, durability, with reference to out any special toois, or if any are neeess�ry, that .&LGERNON ROBERTS, 01 the Penooyd Iron W"rkB. 

wear from constant use and ease of construction, they sball be 88 few and 88 simple as po�lble, 80 that ••• 

d Letter frOID Kr. Ku.bet. 
would seem to be the principal requisites in any gen- althoul:h the roun top and bottom presents some 
eral system, Ibr, although in many eases, as, for in- advantages when it is perfectly made, as in�reued We flnd the following in the London Engineer.-

stance, when a square thread is used, the strength of strength to the thread and the best form to the THE BESSEMER PROCESS. 

the thread or bolt are both sacrificed for the sake of cutting toois, yet we have cousidered that these are Sm:-When Mr. Bessemer read his celebrated 
securing SQme other advantage, yet all such haye more than compensated by ease of construction, the paper at the meeting of the British ASSOCiation at 
been coll8ldered as special eases, not all'ecting the certainty of fit and increased wearing surface oll'ered Cheltenham, in 1856, I saw clearly where his difficul
general inquiry. With thls in view, your Committee by the flat top and bottom, and therefore recommend ties would arise, and that he could not, by his pro
decided that threads having their sides at an angle its adoption. The amount of flat to be taken 011' cess, produce either iron or steel of commercial 
to each other must necessariiy more nearly fulfll the should be as small as po8IIible, and only sufficient to "value. A few days after the reading of the paper, I 
first condition than any other form; but what this protect the thread; for this purpose one-eighth of the received specimens of Bessemer metal. Some of 
angle should be must be governed by a variety of pitch would seem to be ample, and this wili leave these were cold short and some were cold tough; 
conSiderations, for it is clear that if the two sides three-fourths of the pitch for bearing surface. The but all were alike red short at any heat under the 
start from the same point at the top, the greater the considerations governing the pitch are so various welding heat. They were ductile enough when 
angle contalnoo. between them the greater will be the thattheir discussion has consumed much time. worked at a high welding heat; but as soon 88 the 
strength of the bolt; on the other hand, the greater As in every iustance �e threads now in use are temperature was lowered, the bars broke 011' or 
this angle, supposing the apex of the thread to be stronger than-their bolts, it became a question wheth- crumbled like heated cast iron. I at once saw that, 
over the center of its base, the greater will be the er a finer seale would not be an advantage, it ls by melting them again with manganesic pig Iron, or 
tendency to burst the nut, and the greater the Il'ic- possible that if the use of the screw thread was spiegeieisen, they would form good steel or Iron, ac
tion between the nut and the bolt, so that if carried confined to wrought iron or brase, such a conclusion cording to the dose of mangan!l8ic pig added to 
to excess the bolt would be broken by torsional strain might have been reached, but as cast iron enters so them. Late that night it occurred to me that, by 
rather than by a strain in the dlreetion or its length. largely into all engineering work, it was believed finer mixing the already melted Bessemer metal with 
I� however, we should make one side of the thread threads than those in general use might not be melted spiegeleisen, the process could at once and 
perpendicular to the axil! of the bolt, and the other found an improvement, particularly when it was con- simply be rendered sueeessful. 
at an angle to the first, we should obtain the greatest sldered that so far as the vertical hight of thread I immediately lighted a fire in a small steel meltlng 
amount of strength, together with the least frictional and strength 6f bolt are concerned, the adoption of a furnace, and placed in the furnace two crucibles, one 
realstance; but we should have a thread only suitable flat top and bottom thread was equivalent to decreas- contaiuing eight ounces of Bessemer metal, and the 
Ibr supporting straJis in one direction, and constant ing the pitch of a sharp thread 25 per cent, or, ,,:hat other one ounce of spiegeieisen. When the contents 
cite would be requisite to cut the thread in the nut Is the same thing, increasing the number of threads of the crucibles were melted I withdrew the cruci
in the proper direction to earrespond with the bolt· per inch 33 per cent. 11 finer threads were adopted bles, and poured the melted spiegelelsen into the 
we have consequently classed this form as excep: they would require also greater exactitude than at melted Bessemer metal; I then emptied the mixture 
tional, and decided that the two sides should be set present exists in the machinery of construction, to into a small ingot .mold; the ingot was piped, and 
at an angle to each other and form equal angles with avoid the liability of overriding, and the wearing sur- had all the characteristics of an ingot of excellent 
the base. face would be diminished; moreover, we are of opinion east steel I next heated the Ingot to a fair east-

The general form of the thread having been deter- that the average practice of the mechanical world steel heat. Mra. Mushet held It in a pair of tongs, 
mined upon the above conSiderations, the angles would probably be found better adapted to the general and I drew it out with a sledgehammer Into a flat 
whleh the sides should bear to each other has been want than any proportions founded upon theory bar. I heated this bar, and then twisted it in a � 
fixed at 60°, not only because this seems to fulfil the alone. at a white heat, red heat, and black red heat; and it 
conditions of least ftictional resistance, combined We have taken some pains to IIBcertain what the remained perfectly clear and sound in the edges, 
with the greatest strength, but because it is an angle proportions in use are, and submit the following, as without a trMe of red shortness. 1 now doubled 
more readlly obtained than any other, and it is also being in our judgment'l\ fair average, vIz:- and welded the bar, and forged it into a chisel, which 
in more general use. As tbis form is in common use �����: :-:,j" ta16 16Va 1416 Il' tiV' lJ' g'U.l �v. �� I tempered and tried severely for a flat chisel and die.
almost to the exclusion of any other, your Committee Dlam_ oC Bolt .. _ W. I� 1% IV. IVa 2 2\4 2y' 2'",3 3}( sv. mond point, upon hard cast iron. The chisel stood 
have carefully weighed its advantages and disadvan- Tbreado per In __ . 6 G- 6y' 6 6 4Y. 4}, 4 4 Sy' 3,. S� the test w�ll, and was, in fact, welding east steel, 
tages before deciding to recommend any modification ��ads°�c':'\�::: �V. � � �� � �y. 6� �� �� ��-::. : : :  worth, at the least, 421. per em. I saw now that I 
of it. It cannot be doubted that the soft thread The proportions for bolt-heads and nuts, as given had made a discovery even more valuable than that 
oaers us the simplest form, and that its general adop- in most of our books of reference, are believed to be of the Bessemer process; for, although the Bessemer 
tion would require no special toohl for its construe- larger than necessary, and all are tabulated, neceEsita- process was not of any value apart from my inven
tion, but ita liabllity to accident, always great, be- ting constant reference, a simple formula would pro- tion, on the other hand, my invention could be ap
comes a serious matter upon large bolts, while the bably induce a uniform practice, but as most of the pHed extensively in the manufacture of pot-melted 
small amount of strength at the sharp top is a strong sizes in common use are made by machinery and aiso steel Less conversant with the world than wlt.h 
inducement to sacrifice some of it tbr the sake of bet. by hand, it is beHeved the bolt-head and nut for matters relating to iron and steel, I confided in cer
ter protection to the remalnder; when this conclusion finished work should be made somewhat &mallel' than tain parties of great wealth and inlluence in the iron 
is reached, it is at once evident a corresponding space tor rough, to avoid the confudion that would ensue if trade, believing that I had to deal with men of honor 
may be filled up in the bottom of the thread, and the neeeseary allowance for dressing should be made and integrity, incapable of a mean and base action. 
thus give an increased strength to the bolt, which upon work intended for finillhing. On this score I gained experience, which cost me my 
may compensate (or the reduction in strength and In conclusion, therefore, your Oommittee oaer the patents, but taught me a lesson not easily forgotten. 
weerIDg aurface upotl the thread. It is also clear Collowing:- I placed my patents in the hands of parties who 
�bat e"oIl a modification, by arolding �he fine potnt. Be8OI1:ed, Thl\t tile FrankUJa Insti�W of tile Btata or promifled to 04I'I'Y tbem out, and see Justtce dOIl1j to 
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me. I now proceeded to extend the scale of opera
tions as follows:-

I charged sixteen melting pots with 44 Ih. each of 
Bessemer metal, and when this was melted I poured 
into each pot 3 lb. of melted spiegeleisen. I then 
poured the contents of the sixteen melting pots into 
a large ingot mold, and the ingot thus made was 
sent to the Ebbw Vale Ironworks, and then rolled at 
one heat into a double-headed rail. This rail was 
sent to me for inspection, and to be by me forwarded 
to Mr. Ellis at Derby station, to be laid down there 
at a place where iron rails had to be changed once 
in three months. 

When the rail, which was very perfect, came to 
me, it was so thickly studdell with the words "Ebbw 
Vale Iron Co ," that no space remained to squeeze in 
the words "Robert 1IIushet." 

I sent the rail to Derby, and I read a public state
ment made by Mr. Adams of the Ebbw Vale, some 
time ago, to the eff ect that this rail remained as per
fect as ever, after six years wear and tear from the 
passage over it of 700 traius daily. That was the 
first Bessemer rail. 

I next charged twenty melting pots with 46 lb. 
each of Bessemer metal, and when melted I poured 
into each pot 2 lb. of melted spie�eleisen, and then 
em[ltied the contents of all the melting pots into (jOe 
ingot moM. The ingot was rolled at two heats, at 
Ebbw Vale Ironworks, into a bridge rail, which 
would have been about thirty feet long, but the en
gine was overpowerell when the rail was in the last 
groove and stopped, so that the rail had to be cut in 
two. One piece, sixteen feet long, was exhibited in 
the office of an influential Iron Company in Lomlon, 
as the produce of the Uchatius or atomic process of 
steel making. 

Let us charitably suppose that the gentlemen who 
exhibited this rail were at the time laboring under 
some mental hallucination. To enable me to specify 
my patent, I was very generously furnished by lIIr. 
S. H. Blackwell of Dudley with a blowing machine 
capable of sustaining a pillar of blast of 10 lb. per 
square inch. With this blowing apparatus and some 
small furnaces operating upon from 60 lb. to 600 lb. 
melted cast iron, I experimented for six month.;;, and 
satisfied mysell that the whole affair was as simple, 
and, indeed, far more simple, than the ordinary foun
dery process for melting and casting iron. I made 
cast steel direct from the Bessemer, of a quality lairly 
valued at £56 per tun, but which apparently has not 
been accomplished subseQuently by others who have 
adopted the process. I am well aware of the cause 
of the failure and of many difficulties that beset, and 
will still continue to beset, this process, until it is 
reduced to the simple first principles which govern 
it. I do not in the least grudge to 1I1r. Bess�mer the 
£100,000 per annum which my invention is enablinl!; 
him to realize. It was not by any fault of his that 
my patent was lost; but I wish, for his own sake, 
that he had manfully acknowledged the source of his 
.mccess, and had been content with the amply suffi
cIent merit of his own inventions and persevQrance, 
without endeavoring tacitly to monopolize the credit 
due to me and to himsell jointly. U. MUSIIET. 

Cheltenham, Jan. 23, 1865. 

COUNT RUMFORD. 

Professor Youmans, in the introduction to his col
lection of treatises 011 the Correlation of Forces gives 
this sketch of Count Rumford:-

•• Benjamin TiIOmpson was born at Woburn, Mass., 
in 1753. lie received the rudiments of a common 
school education, became a merchanl's apprentice at 
twelve, and subsequently taught school. Having a 
strong taste for mechanical and chemical studies, he 
cu:tivated them assiduously during his leisure time. 
At seventeen he took charge of an academy in the 
village of Rumford, (now Concord), N. H., and in 
1772 married a wealthy widow, by whom he had one 
daughter. At the outbreak of revolutionary hostil
itie� he applied for a commission in the American 
service, was charged with toryism, left the country in 
disgust and went to England. His talents were 
there appreciated, and he took a responsible position 
under the government, which he held for some years. 

"After receiving the honor of knighthood he left 
England and entered the service of the Elector of 
Bavaria. He settled in Munich in 1784, and waa ap .. 
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pointed aide-de-camp and chamberlain to the Prince. 
The labors which he now undertook were of the most 
extensive and laborious character, and could never 
have been accomplished but for the rigorous habits 
01 order which he carried into all his pursuits. He 
reorganized the entire military establishment of Ba
,-aria, introuuced not only a simpler code of tactics, 
and a new system of order, discipline and economy 
among the troops and industrial schools lor the sol
diers' children, but greatly improve:] the construction 
and modes of manufacture 01 arms and ordnance. 
JIe suppressed the system of beggary which had 
grown into a recognized profession in Ba,-aria, anel 
become an enormous public evil-one of the most 
remarkable social reforms on recol'll. lie also dEVOt
ed himself to various ameliorations, such as improv
ing the construction and arrangement 01 the dwell
ings of the working classes, providing for them a 
better education, organizing houses of industry, in
troducing superior breeds 01 horses and cattle, and 
promoting landscape gardening, whkh he did by 
converting an old ahandoned hunting-ground near 
lIIunich into a park, where alter his departure, the 
inhabitants erected a monument to his honor. For 
these services Sir Benjamin Thompson received many 
distinctions, and among others was made count of 
the holy Roman Empire. On receiving this dignity 
he chose a title in remembrance of the country of his 
nativity, and was thenceforth known as Count of 

nected with heat and light; and, secondly, by the 
establishment in 1800 of the Royal Institution ill Lon .. 
don, destined, primarily, for the promotion of origin
al discO\'ery, and, secondarily, for the diff usion of a 
taste for ilcience among the educated classes. The 
plan was conceived with the sagacity which charac
terized Rumford, and its success has been greater 
than could have been anticipated. Davy was there 
brought into notice by Rumford himself, and fur
nished with the means of prosecuting his admirable 
experiments. He and Mr. Faraday have given to 
that institution its just celebrity with littlo intermis .. 
sion for half a century.' 

•. Leaving England, Rumford took up his residence 
in France, and the estimation in which he was held 
may IJe jUllged of uy the fact that he was elected one 
of the eight loreign associates of the Academy of 
Sciences. 

"Count Rumford bequeathed to Harvard Univers
ity the fundl:! for endowing its pro/essorehip of the 
Application of Science to the Alt of Living, and in
stituted a prize to be awarded by the American Acad· 
emy of Sciences, for the most important discoveries 
and impro"ements relating to heat and light. In 
1804 he married the widow of the celebrated chemist 
Lavoisier, amI with her retired to the villa of Auteuil, 
the residence 01 her former husband, where he died 
in 1814." 

Rumford. A New Electro-JU:alrnet. 
" Ilis health failing Irom excessive lahor and what Is it possible that our present electro-magnet Is to 

he considered the un/avorable climate, he came hack what it might be, what the cog wheel of the early 
to England in 1798, and had seriou'! thoughts of re- railway engineers was to the present smooth one! 
turning to the United SLateil. Having received from For after our electricians have for �o many years been 
the American government the compliment of a for- exhausting their ingenuity to accomplish a certain 
mal invitation to revisit his native land, he wrote to object, M. Du Moncel-no mean authority in such 
an old friend requesting him to look out for a I little matters-comes forward and declares that the object 
quiet retreat ' for himself and daughter in the vicin- gained by that ingenuity is worse than useless. An 
ity of Boston. This intention, howe,-er, failed, as he electro-magnet may be briefly defined to be a cylin
shortly after became involved in the enterprise of tler 01 iron co,-ered with a helix of wire; very power
founding the Hoyal Institution 01 England. less is the iron if no current is passing through the 

HThere WllS in Humtortl'" character a happy combi- wire; very powerlul is it-witness the Royal Institu
nation of philanthropic impulses, executive power in tion magnet, and the one in Paris which is covered 
carrying out great projects, and versatility of talent with 20,000 ft. of wire and lifts a weight of tbree 
in physical research. His scientific investigations tuns-while a current passes. We may say, there
were largely guided and determined by his philan- fore, that the power of the magnet depends on the 
thropic plans and public tluties. His interest in the wire; and it has alway3 been consitleretl necessll.ry 
more needy classes led him to the assiduous stutly of that the wire, thin or thick, according to the work 
the physical wants 01 mankind, and the best methods to be done or the strength of the current used, must 
of relieving them; the laws and domestic manage- be most carefully covered with an insulated sub
ment ofheat accordingly engaged a large share 01 his stance. So we have wires covered with silk, with 
attention. He determined the amount of heat arising cotton, india-rubber, aOLI varnishes of different 
Irom the combustion 01 tliflerent kinds ot fuel, by kinds. And this equally in the electro-magnets used 
means of a calorimeter of his own invention. lIe for experiments as in those used for th� ten thousand 
reconstructed the fireplace, and so improved the purposes in which electricity is now being daily em .. 
methods 91 heating apartments and cooking food as ployed; indeed, we may almost say that electricity 
to produce a Baving in the precious element, varying works by electro-magnets. Some time ago, M. Carl
from one-half to seven-eights of the fuel previously ier, an electrician in Paris, asked himsell the ques
consumed. He improved the construction of stoves, tion-Is this covering necessary f And he very 
cooking ranges, coal grates and chimneys; showed properly set to work to make an electro-magnet with 
that the non-conducting llOwer of cloth is due to the uncovered wire to anE'wer the question. M. Du Mon
air enclosed among its fibers, and first pointed ont cel, in a communication to the Paris Academy, on the 
that mode of action of heat called con recti 011; in- 9th inst., declares that thb answer thus given is so 
deed he was the first clearly to discriminate between extraordinary, and the power of the uncovered elec
the three modes of propagating heat-radiation, con- tro-ma","IIet so great, that he can scarcely believe his 
duction and convection. He determined the almost own experiments. Not only can these new magnets 
perfect non-conducting properties 01 liqnidR, investi- produce all the effects of attraction of the covered 
gated the production of light, and invented a mode of ones, but the eff ects in some cases are more than 
measuring it. He was the tirst to apply steam gen. doubled. Let us produce M. Du Moncel's figures. 
erally to the warming of Iluids and the culinary art; A bar of iron 4! centimeters long, and 7 millimeters 
he experimented upon the use of gunpowder, the in diamet.er, covered with a single spiral of wire 
strength of materials, and the maximum density 01 0.277 millimeters in diameter, with two small Bun
water, and made many valuable and original observ- sen's elements, sustained a weight of 3'9 kilogram
ations upon an extensive range of suhjects. mes; covered, it could only sUPllOrt 2'4 kilogrammes. 

"Prof. James D. Forbes, in his able Dissertation A larger ma,,"IIet, covered with twelve coats of wire, 
on the recent Progress of the lIIathematical and held up 940 grammes; with covered wire it could 
Physicol Sciences, in the last edition of the • Ency- only eupport 540 grammes. The effects of distant 
clopedia Britannica,' gh-es a full account of Rumlord's attraction were moen more favorable. At a distance 
contributions to ilcience, and remarks:- of one millimeter, and with a Daniell's pile of twenty .. 

" • All Rumford's experiments were made with ad- eight elemeuts, the weights attracted were as fol
mirable precision, and recorded witli elaborate fidel- lows:-
ity, and in the plainest language. Every thing with Circuit. New Magnet. Old Magnet. 
him was reduced to weight and measure, and no 0 kilometres 83 12 

pains were spared to attain the best results. 10 " 12 S 
" • Rumford's name will ever be connected with the 2 0 " 4 0 

progress of science in England by two circumstan- The requisite condition to obtain these effects is that 
ces: first, by the foundation of a perpetual medal the different •• coats" of wire shall be separated from 
and prize in the gin of the council of the Royal So- each other by a piece of paper, and that the interior 
ciety -of London, lor the reward of discoveries con .. , of the bobbins, whather In wood or copper, shonld be 
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